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Chapter I Overview of Guess Chain
1.1 Description of Guess Chain
The Guess Chain is a full open-sourcing, distributed and public chain with guess forecast in the board and
card games market, and the underlying blockchain system of the industry alliance developed based on the
inheritance of features and advantages of Bitcoin and Ethereum. The guess chain constructs a
decentralized, fair, open and just ecological chain by blockchain technology with combination of blockchain
features, and overturns the traditional guess forecast industry and board and card games industry with

revolution in the dual role of "administrator" and "arbitrator" simultaneously for the previous traditional
mode.
The guess chain is an ecological chain based on such mechanisms as distributed bookkeeping, smart
contract and collective consensus, and records the redundant behavior data generated by users through
distributed nodes to make every node exchange data process true and credible and historic exchange
record unchangeable. Moreover, the account book of each node will be synchronized to the latest data with
recognition of the latest data after consensus. These data are determined for correctness through the
participated nodes.

The guess chain uses the technical features blockchain such as decentration, transparency, openness,
non-alterability of data, transaction traceability and intelligent autonomy to break the industry barrier, so as
to lay a foundation for big industry and big data which can be trusted by each industrial guess forecast. All
data are decided by users themselves. The guess chain is just in the brand new decentralized platform
based on blockchain with above features of efficiency and autonomy.

1.2 Mission and Vision of Guess Chain
The guess chain aims at providing the enterprise-level blockchain infrastructure and industrial solutions,
assists the traditional guess industry and board and card games industry in solving many pain points like
faking, non-transparent game rules, unsafe information privacy, hacker attack, and builds a competition
ecological chain with a fair and just environment, safe and credible data, individual privacy protection,
compatible communication, performance optimization and decentralized control;
We devote ourselves to becoming the first ecological system in the world through the technologies of
blockchain and smart contract, combining the blockchain + guess forecast industry + board and card games
industry , accessing all global sports guess forecast, electronic sports guess forecast, board and card games

into the blockchain platform and importing the worldwide guess forecast and board and card games users
into the decentralization, and providing the brand new ecological experience which integrates the joint
hobbies and interests, guess forecast, board and card games and meets the spiritual level for guess users
around the world.
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Chapter II Technical Solutions of Guess Chain

2.1 Core Design of Guess Chain
The architecture model of guess chain is composed of efficient smart contract, DPOS consensus
mechanism, guess chain application, full-node wallet, DApp mobile terminal and block browser, and is
the full open-souring public chain.
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2.1.1 Efficient Smart Contract
The guess chain supports the C++ development and Go language development and has mature
developer community with high development efficiency. It supports the application scenarios of guess
forecast, board and card games and social contact, and adopting the DPOS consensus mechanism.
The guess chain has excellent database structure and account system and can assist users in
converting the complicated ideas and models into application entity better.

2.1.2 DPOS consensus mechanism
The competition chain adopts the DPOS consensus mechanism and a total of 13 billing points are
designed. Each block was generated by the 13 nodes that received the most votes at that time.
According to the stochastic perturbation algorithm, an accounting node was selected and the accounting
node obtained all the transaction fees in its accounting block.

2.1.3 Wallet
The guess chain team development is based on the full-node wallet in the versions of Windows and
Mac and the light-node wallet in the mobile terminal. The wallet will integrate the transfer transaction
function of GUS Coin and apply to the guess forecast, board and card games and social contact reward.
For example, the user can directly use the GUS Coin to join the guess forecast, which will be

automatically distributed into the user's wallet account after the forecast succeeds.
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2.1.4 Application of Guess Chain
In the application of decentralized guess chain, the guess forecast each phase will be triggered by application
initiator through smart contract transaction. Within the time specified in the contract, the user can initiate the
betting contract transactions, and all guess forecast bets will be recorded in the blockchain browser and cannot
be altered forever. The GUS Coin joining the forecast will be all frozen in the smart contract. After some forecast
is ended, the guess forecast initiator will publish the final forecast result through contract transaction which is
taken from the official authority result. The smart contract will automatically distribute rewards to the users with
correct guessing according to the final result.

When the guess forecast module in the guess chain application is researched and developed, the team will make
efforts to promote the R&D of public chain of board and card games based on the guess chain to help the
transformation of traditional and centralized board and card games platform and provide the solutions of board
and card industry. The market size of the global board and card games reaches USD one hundred billion, and
transformation and upgrading must be undertaken due to the defects and pain points of traditional on-line board
and card games platform.

2.1.5 DApp Mobile Terminal

Each game underlying is abstracted as a smart contract, and its realization requires smooth combination of
specific game rules and public chain interface in the underlying. The NIZK (non-interactive zero-knowledge proof)
and multi-party safety calculation principle are used to ensure the fairness of games.

After completing the guess chain application, the guess chain team will launch the exclusive Android and iOS
applications of guess forecast in 2018 with a tentative name. The application in mobile terminal will integrate the
light wallet function of GUS Coin, and the user may save the GUS Coin in local mobile terminal and join the bet
games very easily. The obtained forecast rewards will be automatically distributed into the users' mobile

application.

2.1.6 Blockchain Browser

The blockchain browser is the display system of guess chain application data and displays the transfer
transaction records of GUS Coin, address account balance, guessing and betting transactions and prize opening
time, board and card games records, etc. according to the application data in the blockchain. All data are open
and transparent and inborn with the feature of non-alterability.
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2.2 Advantages of Guess Chain
2.2.1 High Concurrency
Under the consensus mechanism of guess chain, the limited high computational performance node is selected by
user as the network maintenance node, so as to ensure that the TPS of the whole network is maintained in an
acceptable level with the realization of high concurrency feature. The unique consensus mechanism of guess
chain has made the TPS of guess chain network far beyond Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. High TPS has indirectly
ensured the low latency of all calculations in the guess chain and will make the transfer speed faster and catch up
with the speed of the existing payment ways like VISA and SWIFT, so as to enable the daily payment.

2.2.2 High Reliability
The guess chain applies itself to creating the more decentralized consensus mechanism. With higher decentration
degree, the overall network structure, users' assets and inner value will be more reliable and trustworthy. In
addition, the consensus mechanism of guess chain will tremendously save the energy compared with POW and
POS modes.

2.2.3 Zero Transaction Fee
The guess chain will adopt the design of zero calculation cost, so as to make all applications arranged in the
guess chain more easy to expand users and have commercial maneuverability.

2.2.4 Easy to Extend
Benefited from efficient smart contract and infinite probability of smart contract, the guess chain has huge
expandability, and the applications of guess forecast, board and card games can be arranged in the guess chain.
Besides, with the excellent database structure and account system combination, the guess chain will be more
convenient to realize the complicated model and design and very friendly to the development, and has ensured

the possibility of very high TPS. In addition, it has made the guess chain network support a large number of users.
All applications, networks, services, etc. which have been operated maturely currently can be easily transferred to
the guess chain network to improve the technical filed of blockchain for the existing mode, so as to be more likely
to compete with existing institutions.

2.2.5 Easy to Use
The guess chain team have sufficiently investigated the user requirements and expectations and focused on
creating the blockchain products which are more easy to use.
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Chapter III Application Prospect and Implementation Plan of Guess Chain
Industry
3.1 Application of Decentralized Guess Forecast
3.1.1 Present Situation of Guess Forecast Industry
The guess forecast includes many aspects. The electronic sports guess forecast industry and sports guess
forecast industry are only used for analysis in the White Paper.
The sports guess forecast is a giant global industry with a long history, and its market value is up to USD 15 trillion
(data source: Bloomberg News, 2017), such as guess forecast for five league football matches in Europe, not only
owning huge user group in Europe and America but also creating giant market space in Asia. Along with the fast
development of global Internet, the on-line sports forecast has been rapidly developed. In 2017, the global output
reached USD 15 trillion with the covered competition types developed from large competition like football and

basketball to full-type coverage including ball games, combat games and track and field competition. In China, the
sports lottery market has created a huge output from RMB 188.1 billion in 2016 to over RMB 300 billion in 2017
(data source: Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China).
Compared with sports guess forecast, the electronic sports guess forecast is relatively young. However, along
with the development at top speed in recent several years for the mobile electronic sports games, the global
electronic sports guess forecast industry. For China, the overall electronic sports industry in 2017 broke through
RMB 65 billion and is developing rapidly at the year-on-year growth rate of 20%-30% each year. Moreover, the
market size of electronic sports guess forecast has reached RMB ten billion and is possible to break through the
RMB one hundred billion in the future 5 years. The features of user group in the electronic sports industry are
embodied in such aspects as large base, rejuvenation and high expense. The future belongs to these young
electronic sports fans, who will be the wind indicator of the Internet development. Seizing them is to seize the
future.
However, no matter sports guess forecast and electronic sports guess forecast, the traditional centralized
competition platform has unfair, unjust, non-transparent and alterable phenomena with possible hacker attack,
such as data stealing and alteration. Outright user fraud by some joint event parties through small platform also
happens occasionally. In case of insufficient regulation effect for the traditional centralized competition platform,
unlawful activities in underground casinos will occur easily. Increase of regulation cost is required to intensify the

supervision and add manpower. A true well-behaved guess forecast market shall be established in a market
environment with virtuous cycle.

3.1.2 Future Prospect of Guess Forecast Industry
The guess forecast industry will grow towards new technology, new operation mode and new revolution,
and the traditional centralized operation mode will definitely be eliminated.
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According to the latest report from the data research company, iResearch Consulting, the global electronic
industry has reached USD one hundred billion, and the electronic sports guess forecast has accounted for
30%. The data of iResearch Consulting have shown that China's electronic sports market size broke
through RMB 65 billion in 2017 and the electronic sports market in China will reach RMB one hundred
billion in 2019. Benefited from the fast development of mobile terminal and promotion and popularization of
hot-selling products, main growth of electronic sports users comes from new users without electronic sports
game experience before. Explosive growth of users has also brought huge increasing space for the
derivative market of electronic sports. For example, the electronic sports guess forecast has over 30 large
electronic sports guess forecast platforms in China.

Dark side of the traditional sports guess forecast has always existed and is serious. The sports guess
forecast will also encounter the changes in pattern and technology, such as combination of blockchain

technology to solve the decentration, non-alterability of data and transaction traceability, such as to make
the guess forecast industry chain more healthy, fair and justified, transparent and open. While the
blockchain enters into the realistic market forecasting mechanism, each vote and standpoint change of the
user are equivalent to one transaction in the chain, and the transaction is directly confirmed by nodes
selected based on DPOS (share authorization certificate mechanism). The advantage of decentration lies
in that the tokens got by either party with correct forecast are fully from the tokens of the party with wrong
forecast, and no one or system will join the profit in the midway. Simultaneously, the blockchain can also
prevent the cheating in the platform.
The sports guess forecast is the most important constituent part in the lottery industry. It is estimated that
the sports result forecast market in various forms in Asia may exceed USD 500 billion till 2020 and will
continue to grow along with the industry deregulation by some countries in the Southeast Asia. China's
fighting sports is in the period given a lot of attention. There are fighting competitions regularly held by
Chinese all year round, particularly Kunlun Fight and Wu Lin Feng, which have significantly pushed the
development of fighting sports in the world. With the development of fighting industrial ecology, the fighting
guess forecast will also keep up with the development synchronously. Such forecast result often refers to
victory or defeat or draw, beating down, KO times, etc. Many people think that fighting sports even exceeds
the football game in the aspect of attraction forecast.
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3.1.3 Pain Points of Guess Forecast Industry
1) Non-openness, non-transparency and unfairness
The traditional centralized platforms often fail to prove themselves, and many platforms are suspected to
manipulate the market and alter the data. Moreover, the sports guess forecast platform also faces such risk, namely
that the party entering the competition result may collude with others to alter the result and directly run away with
money or faces the negative effects from such problems as unfairness of artificial prize opening algorithm control

and outright fraud by joint event organizer, resulting in the query for credibility of the guess forecast platform.

2) Market supervision limit for traditional guess forecast industry
Currently, the organs of authority in diversified countries have different attitudes toward the guess forecast industry.
Some countries regard the guess forecast as financial activities, while some countries regard the guess forecast
industry as same as the lottery. All in all, the supervision on guess forecast is very strict and tedious. It has
significantly limited the development and innovation capability of the guess forecast industry.

3) High commission by traditional guess forecast platform
Due to extremely high risk in the centralized guess forecast activities or events, the operators of traditional guess

forecast platform will require enough income to offset the existing risk in the platform. Therefore, the participators of
guess forecast activities are forced to bear this part of expenses. Moreover, the legal compliance expense brought
by supervision has also reduced the guess forecast return which can be obtained by users in a disguised form.

4) Inefficient operation efficiency and high operating cost
Tedious and inefficient artificial operation has caused the necessity to add manpower for maintenance and
management for the platform, which has significantly increased the operating cost. The number of operation and
maintenance personnel in some guess forecast platforms has exceeded 1,000. The high cost of the centralized
guess forecast transaction platform will be embodied in the service charge generated by user transaction in a
magnified way.

5) Failure to ensure safety and stability
For the tradition Internet guess forecast platform, the engineers shall make full efforts to ensure that the system can
be operated safety and stably. Once the betting system and transaction system are attached or have fault, the
overall network may be paralyzed with transaction suspension. If the centralized guess forecast transaction and
betting are maliciously attacked from outside resulting in losses, all users of the platform often suffer the loss
together.

6 ) User data is collected and utilized by the platform
For the current platform of centralized structure, the user can fill in the information on the platform, and the platform,
after collecting the information, provide accurate advertising recommendation through the analysis of these data, so
as to gain benefit, or sell it to a third-party platform for profit.
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3.1.4 Technical solution for decentralized guess
forecast
1) Technical mechanism of guess chain applied in guess forecast
Smart contracts will calculate the odds for an option based on the sum of the bonus pool and the
total bet for that option, with the sum of the odds for all options being 1. Before the end of betting,
the odds vary with the bonus pool. After the end of betting, the odds are the final odds, and the
betting award is calculated based on the final odds after the prize opening.
Smart contracts allow simple logic to be encoded and executed, but the logic at the encoding level
has proven to be very complex and more complex scripting commands are not allowed because of
the possible errors that the client may make while executing.

We believe it is possible to

implement strong smart contracts in a secure and trustworthy manner without adding complexity to
existing consensus networks. Execution of high-level complex code should be separated from
consensus databases and other services that track and transfer ownership of assets. A separate
contract system can handle untrusted code execution and interact with the consensus database
through encrypted signatures. These signatures are native to the consensus network, so no
modifications are required.

Separating contracts from consensus networks has an additional

benefit that contracts can interact with multiple networks or with any type of online service. This
means that a smart contract can interact with a blockchain, with web-based services such as
Amazon, Google, Ebay, and even with other internet protocols such as SSH, LDAP, SMTP, and
XMPP.

The interaction between the guess result and the guess chain is realized, and the

transparency, openness and decentralization of the guess result are ensured. For such a guess
result processing mechanism, we call it Oracle.

2) Guess chain technology architecture
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(1) Core composition of guess chain
Public guess chain: the web 3.0 primary architecture of public guess chain and smart contracts
and their sub-protocols, which provides a distributed, untrusted and licensed infrastructure for
asset distribution and trading.

Smart contracts: it will calculate the odds for an option based on the sum of the bonus pool and
the total bet for that option, with the sum of the odds for all options being 1. Before the betting cut,
the odds vary with the bonus pool. After the betting cut, the odds are the final odds, and the betting
award is calculated based on the final odds after the prize opening.

LES (Light Ethereum Subprotocol): LES is a mechanism designed for lightweight clients, such as
smartphones, to download only block headers rather than entire blocks when the blockchain is
synchronized. It provides completely safe blockchain functionality, but does not participate in

mining and consensus building.

(2) Guess chain smart Oracle
Key components of smart Oracle: secure confirmation of code, sandbox code, contract host.

When an application initiator issues a prediction topic, it is also necessary to translate the rule of
prediction result decision into code. The user participants check the code and ensure that the
code represents the logic of their statistical prediction decision. Ensure that the code passed to
the smart Oracle by encrypting the secure hash is the code they just checked. Guess chain smart
Oracle provides some reusable code templates. It not only increases convenience, for which the
similar prediction topics do not require repeated coding, but also increases security, and the
reused code is time-proven. Smart Oracle must be able to safely execute user code that is
untrusted and may even carry viruses. Oracle use sandbox mechanisms to protect the integrity of
its system and other contracts they are running.

To fully ensure that the smart Oracle is

trustworthy, it will execute the code correctly and the participants can be sure that it will not
collaborate with one of the parties to the contract. The multi-host model is adopted in the smart
Oracle of guess chain. In this model, the contract code is distributed in several independent smart
Oracles, with a critical value set. In order to execute the contract, the smart Oracles of critical
number must agree on the result.

(3) Guess chain execution and observation process
Each prediction is triggered by an application initiator through an smart contract transaction, and
the code of an smart Oracle processing guess result is issued at the same time. Within the time

specified in the contract, the user may initiate a bet, and all predicted bets will be recorded on the
blockchain,
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and can never be tampered. When a guess is completed, the smart Oracle will publish the final
guess result through the contract transaction, and the result will be taken from the result judgment
method previously set by the smart Oracle.

The smart contract will automatically distribute

rewards to the users with correct guessing according to the final result.
Example: The forecast initiator issues a forecast topic "Will Germany win the 2018 World Cup in
Russia? ”
Forecast options: 1.Yes, 2. No.
Set forecast deadline (UTC): 12:00 June 14, 2018 (before the opening of the World Cup)
Set prize opening time (UTC): 12:00 July 15, 2018 (after the final)
Rule of judgment for forecast: if Germany wins the World Cup this year, the result is "1. Yes",
otherwise the result is "2. No". The initiator needs to edit the code to upload it to the smart Oracle
and publish it. In case of a similar World Cup result decision code template already in the guess
chain smart Oracle, the initiator does not need to re-edit the code. After the betting is started, the

smart contract will calculate the reference odds of the forecast option according to the proportion
of the current fund pool, and after the forecast deadline is passed, the smart contract will stop the
betting transaction and issue the final forecast odds. When the prize opening time is reached, the
smart Oracle will obtain the competition result from the World Cup official website and inform the
smart contract, and the smart contract will automatically distribute the reward to the right user(s) of
the guess accord to the result.

(4) Guess forecast DApp

① Introduction of guess forecast DApp
The guess chain has social interaction technology. Guess forecast DApp is a social network and
mobile phone application based on the guess forecast market. It is a light node of guess chain
running on mobile. DApp application as a guess chain can play a strong role in promoting the
popularity and extension of guess chain. Guess forecast DApp uses LES to run geth and web 3.0
JS frameworks on smartphones, providing very powerful and secure functionality. Guess forecast
DApp is the initiator of guess forecast, and the forecast result is judged by the smart Oracle of
guess chain.
Guess forecast DApp

Guess
Forecast

Sports
Forecast
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Guess forecast DApp is a mobile DApp with light nodes running guess chain, which supports almost all functions
of all nodes on guess chain. It uses P2P to communicate directly with other nodes in guess chain network, which
greatly improves efficiency, and makes guess chain DApp and SDK & API all have strong functions and
expandability. When the guess chain platform is released, iOS & Android mobile applications supporting the guess
chain will be launched simultaneously, which can improve user-friendliness, meet the needs of users to the
greatest extent, and promote the popularization and ecological development of the guess chain.
Guess forecast Dapp includes sports guess forecast and electronic sports guess forecas. Guess forecast Dapp
users can use GUS Coin to participate in guess forecast, predicted success, GUS currency will be automatically
deposited into the electronic wallet.
GUS Coin: coins circulated on the platform of the guess chain can be used for competition prediction
Digital Wallet: a user's personal E-wallet is used to store, transfer, recharge, and withdraw money

Guessing system: guess forecast system

The user can use GUS Coin to participate in sports competition and electronic sports forecast, and each guess
forecast has a earning. Input the forecasted GUS coin amount, and the forecasted earning is the product of the two,
namely the forecasted earning = forecasted token * forecasted earning rate. The forecasted earning will be stored
in the user's E-wallet, where the user can view the details of each earning.
② Application scenario of guess forecast
✓ Forecast competition scenario
Betting on a competition using the token GUS of the guess chain, such as forecasting an NBA game:
select a competition, enter the forecasted amount, win the forecast, and deposit the earning into the Ewallet. Forecast earning = forecast amount * earning rate.
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✓ Contract
In the contract, you can view the quiz, in progress contract, and historical contract. This is a smart

contract. Compared with the traditional contract, the smart contract can not be modified, and the
contract clauses can be deployed on the blockchain and cannot be changed.

✓ E-wallet
The earning from winning the guess forecast or the host's earning from the fans' gifts can be
saved in an E-wallet, and the earning can be transferred and cashed directly at any time based
on the blockchain technology.
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3.2 Application of decentralized board and card games
3.2.1 Status and prospect of board and card games industry
Online poker, for example, has spread from the US market to Europe, Asia and other regions since 2000. Poker, a
perfect combination of fast pace, technology and luck, is ideally suited to the entertainment needs of modern people,
and the number of users is expanding rapidly by more than 7% a year. Although board and card games have
always been popular games, and the current status is that online users are having a lot of problems playing their
favorite games. These problems are often complex and varied, and based on market experience and case studies,
we estimate that about 50% of the market will be lost as a result. Major problems include regulatory closures of
large markets, too stringent and inflexible payment service providers, and changes in the legal status of board and
card games in some countries. Because board and card games also rely on network effects, the reduced mobility of
players reduces the health of the entire chess and card ecosystem. Even in unregulated areas, declining of player
mobility in other markets can also have a negative impact. In addition to regulatory issues, the industry itself also
shows many misdeeds! Many of the board and card games scandals that have damaged the reputation of online
boards and cards have been exposed, along with fraudulent attempts, the security and transparency problems of
game logic, the bureaucracy of online game accounts and accounts safety, all have reduced people's confidence in
online board and card games. The flow effect causes most board and card games to switch to offline mode, such as
legal board and card games room, board and card games bar or illegal underground board and card games room,
which have gained a certain degree of popularity

The blockchain technology is likely to solve the key problems hindering the development of the board and card
games industry, and change the whole online board and card games industry, which is the development prospect of
the board and card games industry. Guess chain emerges as the times require, and our blockchain application can
solve the key problems in this industry.
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3.2.2 Pain points in board and card games industry
1) Unable to control your own funds
One of the most important problems is losing faith in the core of online gaming systems: the process of storing and
settling money, in short, it is that you don't have control over your money. If you transfer to an international poker
platform, or withdraw the winning chips, you will be subject to the entire payment process, poker platform, or
funding schedule of the banking institution. The degree of impact varies from region to region, with some regions
unable to conduct transfer transactions outside their home countries, or customers paying a 7%-12% fee to thirdparty agents to speed up transactions.

2) Opaque technology
Another problem with online poker, for example, is the fairness of the game. This is one of the persistent problems
with online poker and one of the most complained problems by the global online player community.

Now

blockchain technology will solve this problem very well. Is the deal completely random or is it controlled by the

system? Until now this problem has not been effectively solved, there is a lot of mistrust between players and
online poker platform.
Especially when the Absolute Poker scandal came to light, the players' fear of the unfairness of online poker
reached its climax. Fear of such backdoor fraud has undermined the credibility of online poker platforms.

3) Technology is improving, but settlement is still a problem
Even if you play on a poker platform with good reputation, the payment process still has a lot of problems. Some
platforms have complex payment process scenarios, and retrieval can take weeks or even months. As the number
of players in online poker continues to rise and there are few reliable online poker platforms for selection, people

have to risk putting their money into traditionally centralized platforms. However, for these platforms, regardless of
qualifications and size, in fact, there is no privacy, and as the information asymmetry between the platform and
players, there is no fairness. As a result, the explosive growth of poker players, as well as the players' demands for
fairness and privacy, naturally laid the foundation for the emergence of new online poker solutions based on
blockchain.

4) Disadvantages of room opening mode
With the popularity of the internet, the fun in the public hall and of stranger game is declining, and friend group
becomes a new trend, so was born the open room group tools, but these group tools have a lot of problems, such
as: legal risk of real money settlement: many of group tools are subject to real money settlement, and the frequent
and high turnover becomes the important evidence of gambling, which puts players under high risk. Risk of houseowner reputation: many tools rely on house-owner's settlement, which often results in house-owner running, fraud,
and damage to players' interest. Appointment failure: a simple group tool often causes no one joining the game,
and a game is not available for those want to play.
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3.2.3 Decentralized board and card games solution
1) Board and card games DApp
The board and card games DApp will operate on a guess chain smart contract based on an encrypted currency
protocol and can introduce an encrypted currency GUS Coin of the competitive chain or develop their own
tokens based on the guess chain.
For tokens based on guess chain, a globally common encrypted currency of ERC20 format standards shall be
observed. It enables fast cross-wallet, cross payment, direct transfer and currency-to-currency transactions, and
the players no longer need a third-party intermediary (such as visa, mastercard) to complete payment, which
avoids the high fees charged by third-party intermediaries, and at the same time increases the payment speed
from the previous gateway delay for online board and card games platform payment to the quick arrival in
account, and most importantly, with no handling fees.

2) Anonymous
Smart contracts will ensure token holders are anonymous and secure. Backed by strong global legal advocacy,
the operation of the platform will minimize the registration process and avoid user data collection.

3) Transparency of RNG on blockchain
The most important part of board and card games software is the random number generator (RNG). All RNGbased softwares are actually pseudo-random number generation, that is, seemingly random, but totally can be
exploited.
The token used in board and card games applications is a special digital currency based on guess chain smart
contract. In order to ensure transparency, the official GUS Coin of the guess chain or tokens issued on the basis
of the guess chain are placed in RNG (random number generator) in the blockchain. The team believes that
blockchain technology is adequate to deal with unfairness.
This gives the player the following benefits:
1. All players provide the their own stages (seeds)
2. Board and card server combines all stages: player A + player B + server, RNG application, seed data and
smart contract
3. Players can view and inspect the transparency of all procedures

4) Turnover revenue through the smart contract
Compared to the traditional feedback, Coin use issued in the guess chain bases on the blockchain of community
reward system to maintain the liquidity and stability of the poker room under the justice, equity and transparency.
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Monthly revenue produced by the smart contract is distributed to the community to achieve the total transparency.
No less than 10% of points collected by these smart contracts will be distributed every month. Distribution
channels shall distinguish the public chain wallets, so that everyone can trace the movement of the money.

5) Fair competition (fair block) procedure and trigger
Fair competition safety and fraud system of the guess chain will monitor the user behaviors to identify and
eliminate the immorality/robot accounts. For example, our algorithm will analyze all behaviors and each account
feature, so as to distinguish the behaviors of human and robot. It can help to identify the unfair competition,
malicious algorithm program and robot behaviors, etc. The following technologies will be developed:
Player behavior analysis Verification code
Voting system Collusion detection system

6) Updated version of Create Lobby mode

Based on the difference between the board and card mobile application released by the guess chain and the
traditional teaming game tools in the market, every user can create his own online poker platform and invite the
friends to join on the board and card mobile application. When the user has a certain number of tokens, he can
apply to be a platform owner to make he play games on his own platform.
The platform owner enjoys the fairness, settlement convenience of the blockchain game platform and enjoys the
currency revaluation income of the guess chain he holds and the service fee income incurred in users playing
games, which will greatly increase the enthusiasm of the platform owner. In user level, he no longer needs to
depend on the settlement by the platform owner and can have a free settlement in any time.
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Chapter IV Issue Token
Project token: GUS Coin (GUS), GUS for short, is the official TOKEN of the guess chain; GUS is the
Ethereum token based on ERC20 standard and implemented based on Ethereum smart contract. The
total issuance size is 1 billion coins, without additional issuance. The distribution plan is as follows:

Institutions and participants
Customers in APP application client
Entrepreneur team

APP operation reward and activities promotion
Angel round
Guess Chain Foundation

A total of 1 billion Gus coins (GUS) are issued, and the distribution ratio is as follows:
● Two rounds of angel investment, 30% in total (organizations and referrers):
◆ Round 1【April 1, 2018 - April 4, 2018】20% of total angel investment token (200 million GUS).

The price is 1ETH = 7000 GUS (extra present of the project: 3000 GUS/ETH), total raise money of
20000 ETH. The project presents one additional part (60 million GUS), with partial arrival in two
months.
◆ Round 2【April 5, 2018 - April 8, 2018】10% of total angel investment token (100 million GUS).
The price is 1ETH = 5600 GUS (extra present of the project: 2400 GUS/ETH), total raise money of
12500 ETH. The project presents one additional part (30 million GUS), with partial arrival in two
months.
● The team holds 10%: in locked status in two years

● Cornerstone investment holds 5%: lock position in 6 months
● Guess Chain foundation holds 30%: in locked status in two years
● Customers in APP application side account for 5%
● APP operation reward and activities promotion account for 20%
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Chapter V Development and Plan of Guess Chain
2016.09

Project Startup

2017.04

Completion of seed round financing

2017.08

Completion of angel round financing of several millions

2017.10

Completion of PreA round financing of millions upon millions

2017.11

GUS users number breaking 1 million

2017.12

Trial operation, including GUS issuance platform/exchange platform
of cryptocurrency/crptocurrency wallet

2018.01

Official operation of GUS platform, continuing to perform the
transaction behavior for the blockchain project

2018.03

GUS platform obtaining the cornerstone investment

2018.06

GUS log-in to the global medium and largest exchange

1 ~ 2 years
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Creating the low-level consortium blockchain of global guess
forecast and board and card games

Chapter VI Foundation

The foundation of the project was established in 2017, called as Guess Chain foundation (Guess Chain Foundation Ltd.).
The foundation is dedicated to implementing the development of public chain of guess chain and the promotion of guess

forecast application, and promoting the development of decentration application in the early stage. 30% of the initial amount
of GUS will be used in the R&D, promotion, etc. of public guess chain and guess forecast DApp, including the project
strategy planning, project support, project promotion and token replacement. The foundation will select the decentration
application developed in the guess chain and provide the rewards based on the actual users number of the application.
The total structure of the foundation is shown in the below figure; the decision committee administrates three subdepartments of the technology development committee, financial and personnel management committee and project
operation committee, respectively responsible for the preparation of technology development strategy and the
implementation supervision, the preparation of financial systems and the implementation supervision, the decision and
implementation of the overall project operation and market promotion, etc. Members of the decision committee are transited
every three years, and members are generally held through the election from two representatives recommend by various

sub-committees, and one representative of the project investor, one platform representative, one representative of guess
chain team members. Members of the various sub-committees are transited every three years and usually held by
personnel with outstanding abilities in related industries.

Decision committee

Technology development
committee

Financial and personnel
management committee

Project operation committee

Responsible for the
preparation of technology
development strategy and the
implementation supervision

Responsible for the
preparation of financial
systems and the
implementation supervision

Responsible for the decision
and implementation of the
overall project operation and
market promotion, etc.

The foundation usually advocates the transparent and efficient operation concept to facilitate the healthy development of

the guess chain ecosystem. Management structure mainly focuses on the effectiveness, sustainability, and financial
security of the project management. The mission of the foundation is to promote the run-through of the blockchain
technology from the Internet to the Internet of Things, and the capital will be input to the following directions:

1) The R&D and industrial solutions of public guess chain and guess chain applications include public chains of guess
forecast and board and card games, blockchain browser and R&D of guess forecast DApp as well as solutions of guess
forecast and board and card games industries.
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2) Achieve the complete functions of social ecological consumption, presentation and reward for the
decentration of guess forecast and board and card games industry chains through flexible and powerful
Token creation and transaction functions of the guess chain.
3) Through the optimized blockchain data structure design, achieve the complete information extraction
of the guess forecast, board and card games, control and command information, and realize the triplewin strategy of user, board and card games industry chain and guess forecast chain.
The implementation of the above items will provide betting guess game products with more high-tech
and better high-quality experience, Anti-replication Internet + guess chain with safe and stable
information, high performance and low cost, and the more active and high-quality social experience. So
as to finally achieve the major upgrade of guess forecast and board and card games industry, In order to
achieve a world-wide, world-leading, highly competitive guess forecast & bord and card games
ecosystem.

Chapter VII Team, Investment institution and Consultant
7.1 Core Members

Linfeng Chen

With the e-commerce entrepreneurship experience for many years and the management experience of
the pan-entertainment game team, joined the digital currency investment earlier, senior blockchain geek,
and familiar with the principles of public chain and smart contract system with deep study.

Huichao Zhu

Technical blockchain expert, go fan, senior geek, experienced in distributed system and P2P

network development and deployment for many years, inspected the drawings and studied the
smart contract in Ethereum, successfully operated the game and social contact project for ten
million-level users before, deeply understood the construction for electronic sports game
blockchain underlying technology and consensus algorithm, able to develop the public chain
with full coverage capability of smart contract and DAPP wallet.
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Xiaohui Huang

7-year Internet operation experience, proficient in the Internet application promotion
and new media operation, and served as Operation Director in some famous enterprise. App has 30,000 new
users averagely each day in the application market, and app ranks top 30 in social contact. Joined the team
responsible for project operation in 2017.

Sunjian Weng

More than 10-year experience in the field of mobile application development,
especially in the system development of Internet instant messaging. Proficient in the cryptography,
security protocol, encryption algorithm, P2P Network, RPC and other technologies of Blockchain, and
proficient in Ethereum, Parity, Solidaty smart contract and other technologies. Participated in the team in
2017 and be responsible for development and design of the infrastructure of Blockchain.

Haodong Lai

Four-year experience in development and proficiency in C++ and Go Programming Language. He
started to study the Blockchain, Ethereum, Hyperledger and other technologies since 2016, and
participated in the team in 2017 to be mainly responsible for development of public chain, smart contract,
Blockchain encryption protocol, identity authentication protocol, design safety protocol and framework.
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Lin Zhou

With over four-year experience in APP project development, he has participated in various
types APP development in the Internet industry, including social contact, logistics, guess, live broadcast,
information, medical treatment, large E-commerce and finance and other industries. He started to pay attention to
the trend of Bitcoin in 2015 and started to gradually explore technologies related to Blockchain, and he participated
in the team in the middle of 2017 to engage in development of Blockchain module and further research of relevant
application technologies.

7.2 Investor and Consultant Team

Linke Yang

Co-founder of China‘s first Bitcoin transaction platform - BTC China. In 2009,
the concept of Bitcoin was put forward by Satoshi Nakamoto. In 2011, Linke Yang introduced the
advanced idea of Bitcoin into China and founded the BTC China in the same year. BTC China is the first
Bitcoin transaction platform in China, and is also the Bitcoin transaction platform with the longest service
time so far around the world. If Satoshi Nakamoto is the founder of Bitcoin, Linke Yang is a preacher of

Bitcoin in China. Satoshi Nakamoto has created the Digital Assets world, and Linke Yang has led the
development of Digital Assets in China.

Xiahu Chu

Senior expert in Blockchain and Digital Assets, and opinion leader of
Blockchain and Digital Assets industry in China
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Butian Huang

Founder of Yunphant Blockchain, doctor of Zhejiang University in Computer, one of the initiators of China
Computer Federation Blockchain Professional Committee and Vice President of Zhejiang Blockchain
Technology Application Association. He has applied for more than 30 patents for invention in blockchain
and he is the chief editor of Blockchain Decoding: Build the Next-generation Internet Based on Credit.

Yu Chen

With the internet nickname of "Jiangnan Fenqing", famous financial
commentator, he graduated from the China Finance Institute, and he is one of the principal promoter of
the IFC1000 (Internet Finance Club), as well as the founder of Dehope Asset Management Co., Ltd.,
which is the top 50 local private equity company. He was awarded the title of "National Advanced
Individual" of China Construction Bank company line. He has wrote Internet Finance in Jiangnan's
Opinion and other collected works.

Bengang Xiao

He was majored in Law in Wuhan University and has been engaging in legal
requirements study and solution design for enterprises, especially middle and small-sized enterprises. He
focuses on research of application, design, financing, transaction and others of stock equity of enterprises,
and is good at refining the internal transaction mode of enterprises and using rules of law to balance and

solve the risks hidden in the transaction mode and business model of enterprises and the risks of the
transaction itself. For anticipation and control of risks during operation of personal business, he is good at
using non-lawsuit channel or using lawsuit and combing non-lawsuit channel to solve commercial disputes,
especially disputes on stock equity and economic contract.
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7.3 Investment Institution
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Chapter VIII Legal and Risk Statement

This statement do not involve any risk related to tendering of securities, undertaking operational risk of guess
chain and other risks of guess chain, and do not involve any product under control of judicial-regulation. This
document is a conceptual document describing the project.
[White Paper] does not sell or invite for tendering of guess chain products and the shares, securities and other
products under control of relevant enterprises. According to requirement, this document cannot be used as
prospectus or other standard contract documents in any form, and does not constitute to any suggestion for

advising or inviting for investment in securities or other products under control of any jurisdiction. This
document can not be any contact, contract or commitment for any sell, subscription or invitation to others to
buy and subscribe for any security and be others based on this. The White Paper has not been reviewed by
any judicial authority in any country or region.
Not a proposal for capital participation: any information or analysis presented in this document does not
constitute to any proposal for deciding to participate in token investment, and does not give any specific
recommendation with tendentiousness. You must seek for all necessary professional suggestions, such as on
taxes and affairs on accounting.
Do not constitute to any statement and warranty: this document is used for describing the Guess Chain
Platform put forward by us, but the Guess Chain Foundation expressly defined that:
1) We do not give any statement and warranty to the accuracy or completeness of any content described in
this document or any other content related to the project released in other methods;
2) We cannot give any statement and warranty to any accomplishment or reasonable content with
prospective and conceptual description without any preconditions;
3) Any content in this document is not a basis for any future commitment or description;
4) We are not responsible for any loss caused by any person or other aspects related to the White Paper;

5) Within the scope of legal liabilities that can not be exempted, it is limited to the maximum limitation
permitted by applicable laws.
6) The guess chain follows the laws and regulations of each country, and it does not support users from
China, American and Singapore temporarily.
Not anyone can participate in the project: not anyone can participate in the network system and platform of the
guess chain, and participants may be required to complete a series of steps, including providing information
and documents to reveal identity.
Unauthorized company has no relation with the project: except Guess Chain Foundation, use of any other
names and trademarks of other companies or institutions does not imply any correlation or recognition by any
party, and it is only for the purpose of illuminating relevant contents
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This document is only for description of the project, and does not constitute to any opinion and
suggestion of participation or not, and this document does not constitute to any contract or commitment
in any form, neither.
This document does not constitute to any investment advice, investment proposal or instigation of
investment on securities; and does not constitute to provision of any buying and selling or any invitation
to buy or sell any securities, neither.

The project team expressly states that it shall not be responsible for any direct or indirect loss due to
participation in the project, including but not limited to:
Any misunderstanding or inaccurate information resulting from personal understanding;
Any loss resulting from transaction of blockchain asset in any kind by individual and anything resulting
from this;
The project participants shall not participate in the project in violation of local laws and regulations
without any notice to the project team, otherwise, the project team reserves its rights to claim such
participant
Contact us
Official website: http://guesschain.io
E-mail: service@guesschain.io
Telegraph group: https://t.me/guesschain
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